
Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq Thalassa Sea & Spa is set on a coastline of dream 
beaches offering guests a paradise setting to enjoy an idyllic stay. The hotel 
is an exclusive resort catering to both leisure and business travellers and 
offers the uniqueness of a luxurious location amidst views of the crystal 
clear turquoise waters of the Arabian Gulf. Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq Thalassa 
Sea & Spa is an example of the Kingdom’s legendary hospitality, reputed 
for its elegance, refinement and attention to detail. The hotel offers 
luxurious and attentive services enhanced by a touch of the French 
savoir-faire.

The lavishly furnished 28 suites at Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq Thalassa Sea & Spa 
include 21 Prestige suites, 6 rooftop Opera suites and 1 Royal Suite. French 
elegance infused with traditional Arabic architecture highlights this 
five-star hotel’s dedication to creating an exceptional haven from the 
bustling city.

A SUITE TRULY FIT FOR A KING ROYAL SUITE

MOROCCAN SUITE

The Royal Suite is designed to offer a unique experience of luxury and quality with its oversized bedroom and living area in addition to 
its large Majlis and dining room. A corridor spans the length of this suite offering guests more than a hotel suite, but a luxury penthouse 
apartment.

AT A GLANCE

• Extends over an impressive 500 m2 

• Grand dining room with exquisite furniture and opulent décor with the capacity to seat 16 persons 

• Majlis with “Bose” Home Theatre system and a 52” HDTV screen

• Complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine and mini bar

• Private office area

• Spacious bedroom with direct access to the terrace as well as a separate walk in dressing room

• Bathroom designed in a spacious manner with a steam room built directly into the walk in shower including Hermés amenities

• Infinity Pool and Jacuzzi overlooking the Arabian Gulf

• Butler Service

Morocco is an ethnically diverse country with a rich culture and civilization. The 
Moroccan Suite offers Mediterranean décor with a purely chic Marrakech style. 

AT A GLANCE

•  Inspiring individually themed suite extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42’ ’  HDTV, double wave “Bose” radio system,            
complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a separate shower including 
Hermés amenities

• Living area in a stylish Moroccan theme with a dining table, 42’’ HDTV, and 
couches for relaxation

• A unique entrance to embrace the Moroccan lifestyle

A TOUCH OF THE 
MOROCCAN WORLD

LUXURIOUS LIVING
THE FRENCH WAY



GULF ARABIC SUITE

NUBIAN SUITE

INDIAN SUITE

From the intense display of shadows and mosaic designs, this 
colorfully themed suite will definitely strike your imagination.

AT A GLANCE

• Inspiring suite individually themed extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42" HDTV, double waver "Bose" 
radio system, complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine 
and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a 
separate shower including Hermés amenities

• Living area in a stylish Nubian theme with a dining table, 42" 
HDTV, and couches for relaxation amenities

• Butler Service

A TOUCH OF THE NUBIAN WORLD

A TOUCH OF THE ARABIAN WORLD

A true experience of living in the Arabian Gulf can be found in a suite inspired by the Arabic cultures and traditions. The Arabic culture 
draws together the common themes and overtones found in Arab countries, especially the Middle-Eastern countries. The distinct 
religion and art are some of the fundamental features that define the culture, and an interior designer has added the touches to this 
suite to emphasize and define the region we live in. This suite fosters a remarkable Middle Eastern flavor carpeting to drapery. 

AT A GLANCE

• Inspiring suite individually themed extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42’’ HDTV, double wave “Bose” radio system, complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a separate shower including Hermés amenities 

• Living area in a stylish Arabian theme with a dining table, 42’’ HDTV, and couches for relaxation

• Butler Service

A TOUCH OF THE INDIAN WORLD

The Indian civilization is regarded by many historians to be the “oldest living civilization of the world”. This suite was purposely designed 
to reveal the extraordinary Indian culture and its attention to detail. 

AT A GLANCE
• Inspiring suite individually themed extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42’’ HDTV, double wave “Bose” radio system, complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a separate shower including Hermés amenities

• Living area in a stylish Indian theme with a dining table, 42’’ HDTV, and couches for relaxation  

• Butler Service



TURKISH SUITE

LEVANT SUITE

PRESTIGE SUITE

Turkey is known to be the only country that contains every 
extreme of the Eastern and Western cultures combined. It is a 
thrilling mixture of Oriental mystery, romance and 
ultramodern city life. The Turkish culture is a distinctive blend 
of European and Middle Eastern lifestyle, known for its 
wooden decorative elements, painted walls, curved motifs and 
ceramic tile art, this suite is enriched with complex designs 
showing its richness of colors and attention to details. 

AT A GLANCE

• Inspiring suite individually themed extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42’’ HDTV, double wave “Bose” 
radio system, complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine 
and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a separate 
shower including Hermés amenities

• Living area in a stylish Turkish theme with a dining table, 42’’ 
HDTV, and couches for relaxation

• Butler Service

A TOUCH OF THE TURKISH WORLD

A TOUCH OF THE LEVANT WORLD

A beautiful collection of intricate decoration and simplistic wood furnishings complement the Levant Suite’s French and North Arabian 
heritage.

AT A GLANCE

• Inspiring suite individually themed extending over 120 m2

• Separate bedroom with a 42’’ HDTV, double wave “Bose” radio system, complimentary ‘Nespresso’ espresso machine and mini bar

• Bathroom with a bathtub overlooking the sea and a separate shower including Hermés amenities

• Living area in a stylish Levant theme with a dining table, 42’’ HDTV, and couches for relaxation 

• Butler Service

Our Prestige Suites are the perfect example of a combination 
of the French and Bahraini cultures and architecture. With 
their unique ceiling designs reminiscent of the old Bahrain 
Souq and the plush, traditionally French furnishings, they 
provide the perfect suite for a guest desiring luxury with a 
contemporary design and of course the exclusivity of our Club 
Millesime lounge.

AT A GLANCE

• Inspiring suite extending over 86 m²

• Equipped with 43” HDTVs, “Bose” Wave Music Systems and a 
DVD player

• Complimentary Hermés amenities

• Complimentary ‘Nespresso’ coffee machine and mini bar

• Access to the Club Millesime Executive Lounge and its 
exceptional benefits

• All the suites offer an impressive view over the turquoise 
waters of the Arabian Gulf


